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In the spring of 1968, the English faculty at the University of Wisconsin-Madison
(UW) voted to remedialize the first semester of its required freshman composition
course, English 101. The following year, it eliminated outright the second
semester course, English 102. For the next quarter-century, UW had no real
campus-wide writing requirement, putting it out of step with its peer institutions
and preventing it from fully joining the “composition revolution” of the 1970s. In
From Form to Meaning, David Fleming chronicles these events, situating them
against the backdrop of late 1960s student radicalism and within the wider
changes taking place in U.S. higher education at the time. Fleming begins with
the founding of UW in 1848. He examines the rhetorical education provided in the
university’s first half-century, the birth of a required, two semester composition
course in 1898, faculty experimentation with that course in the 1920s and 1930s,
and the rise of a massive “current-traditional” writing program, staffed primarily
by graduate teaching assistants (TAs), after World War II. He then reveals how,
starting around 1965, tensions between faculty and TAs concerning English
101-102 began to mount. By 1969, as the TAs were trying to take over the
committee that supervised the course, the English faculty simply abandoned its
long-standing commitment to freshman writing. In telling the story of
composition’s demise at UW, Fleming shows how contributing factors—the
growing reliance on TAs; the questioning of traditional curricula by young
instructors and their students; the disinterest of faculty in teaching and
administering general education courses—were part of a larger shift affecting
universities nationally. He also connects the events of this period to the long,
embattled history of freshman composition in the United States. And he offers his
own thoughts on the qualities of the course that have allowed it to survive and
regenerate for over 125 years.
Pt. 2--Contains records of 1945-1946 court proceedings relating to bankruptcy
and debt readjustment of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Co.
Almost from the moment of its creation in 1906, Ontario Hydro has been criticized
for pursuing its own interests at the expense of the public it was established to
serve. In Power at Cost, Keith Fleming demonstrates that while Hydro exercised
tremendous influence over its political masters in the Ontario government, it
nevertheless cooperated with the public and a succession of provincial
governments in formulating rural electrification policies.
March, September, and December issues include index digests, and June issue
includes cumulative tables and index digest.
This book discusses "tourism and hospitality" from different perspectives and
disciplines. In addition, this book, considering the tourism and hotel management
terminology, is expected to be a source book for the theoretical and practical
scientific studies in the fields which is in close relationship such as gastronomy,
recreation and marketing.
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Study & Master Accounting Grade 12 has been developed with the help of
practising teachers, and covers all the requirements of the National Curriculum
Statement for Accounting. Special features of the Teacher's Guide include: * a
full overview of the National Curriculum Statement * a detailed look at the
Learning Outcomes and Assessment Standards for Accounting, and how much
time to allocate to each during the year * valuable information on assessment,
and how to manage assessment in the classroom * a year planner and work
schedule that will facilitate effortless planning solutions to all the activities in the
Learner's Book * photocopiable assessment sheets for each type and method of
assessment.
During the Vietnam War, young African Americans fought to protect the freedoms
of Southeast Asians and died in disproportionate numbers compared to their
white counterparts. Despite their sacrifices, black Americans were unable to
secure equal rights at home, and because the importance of the war
overshadowed the civil rights movement in the minds of politicians and the public,
it seemed that further progress might never come. For many African Americans,
the bloodshed, loss, and disappointment of war became just another chapter in
the history of the civil rights movement. Lawrence Allen Eldridge explores this
two-front war, showing how the African American press grappled with the
Vietnam War and its impact on the struggle for civil rights. Written in a clear
narrative style, Chronicles of a Two-Front War is the first book to examine
coverage of the Vietnam War by black news publications, from the Gulf of Tonkin
incident in August 1964 to the final withdrawal of American ground forces in the
spring of 1973 and the fall of Saigon in the spring of 1975. Eldridge reveals how
the black press not only reported the war but also weighed its significance in the
context of the civil rights movement. The author researched seventeen African
American newspapers, including the Chicago Defender, the Baltimore AfroAmerican, and the New Courier, and two magazines, Jet and Ebony. He
augmented the study with a rich array of primary sources—including interviews
with black journalists and editors, oral history collections, the personal papers of
key figures in the black press, and government documents, including those from
the presidential libraries of Lyndon Johnson, Richard Nixon, and Gerald Ford—to
trace the ups and downs of U.S. domestic and wartime policy especially as it
related to the impact of the war on civil rights. Eldridge examines not only the role
of reporters during the war, but also those of editors, commentators, and
cartoonists. Especially enlightening is the research drawn from extensive oral
histories by prominent journalist Ethel Payne, the first African American woman
to receive the title of war correspondent. She described a widespread practice in
black papers of reworking material from major white papers without providing
proper credit, as the demand for news swamped the small budgets and limited
staffs of African American papers. The author analyzes both the strengths of the
black print media and the weaknesses in their coverage. The black press
ultimately viewed the Vietnam War through the lens of African American
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experience, blaming the war for crippling LBJ’s Great Society and the War on
Poverty. Despite its waning hopes for an improved life, the black press soldiered
on.
It has, improbably, been called uncommonly lucid, even riveting by The New York
Times, and it was a finalist for the 2004 National Book Awards nonfiction honor. It
is a literally chilling read, especially in its minute-by-minute description of the
events of the morning of 9/11 inside the Twin Towers.It is The 9/11 Commission
Report, which was, before its publication, perhaps one of the most anticipated
government reports of all time, and has been since an unlikely bestseller. The
official statement by the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the
United States-which was instituted in late 2002 and chaired by former New
Jersey Governor Thomas Kean-it details what went wrong on that day (such as
intelligence failures), what went right (the heroic response of emergency services
and self-organizing civilians), and how to avert similar future attacks.Highlighting
evidence from the day, from airport surveillance footage of the terrorists to phone
calls from the doomed flights, and offering details that have otherwise gone
unheard, this is an astonishing firsthand document of contemporary history.
While controversial in parts-it has been criticized for failing to include testimony
from key individuals, and it completely omits any mention of the mysterious
collapse of WTC 7-it is nevertheless an essential record of one of the most
transformational events of modern times.
Bibliography of AgricultureOfficial Gazette of the United States Patent
OfficeHearingsAdministration and Operation of the Civil Service LawsHearings Before Special
Committee to Investigate the Administration and Operation of the Civil Service Laws, United
States Senate, Seventy-sixth Congress, First Session, Pursuant to S. Res. 198 (75th
Congress) a Resolution to Investigate the Administration and Operation of the Civil Service
Laws and the Classification Act of 1923, as AmendedAdministration and Operation of the Civil
Service Laws: Hearings, March 27-29, 1939Commonwealth of Australia GazetteConsent
Decree Program of the Department of JusticeHearings Before the Antitrust Subcommittee,
(Subcommittee No. 5), ... Pt. 1, Vol. I [ -II], Oil PipelinesBibliography of AgricultureJuly 10-11,
1945; Sept. 17-21, 1945; Jan. 3-4, 1945; Mar. 12-13, 1946; July 26, 1946
"A study of American attempts to come to terms with the legacy of the Vietnam War, this book
highlights the central role played by Vietnam veterans in shaping public memory of the war.
Tracing the evolution of the image of the Vietnam veteran from alienated dissenter to
traumatized victim to noble warrior, Patrick Hagopian describes how efforts to commemorate
the war increasingly downplayed the political divisions it spawned in favor of a more unifying
emphasis on honoring veterans and promoting national 'healing.' Veterans themselves
contributed to this process by mobilizing in the early 1980s to create a national memorial
dedicated to all Americans who fought and died in Southeast Asia. At the same time, President
Ronald Reagan, after failing to convince the public that the war was a 'noble cause, ' seized
upon the idea of 'healing' as a way of reaffirming the value of military service and, by
extension, countering the effects of the so-called Vietnam syndrome - the widespread fear that
any assertive foreign policy initiative might result in 'another Vietnam.' It was with this aim in
view, Hagopian reveals, that the Reagan administration worked quietly behind the scenes to
ensure that the Vietnam Veterans Memorial would be completed, despite strong conservative
opposition to Maya Lin's bold design"--Jacket.
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